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ABSTRACT

In recent studies, vehicular networks have been considered as a promising solution to achieve
better traffic management and to improve the driving experience of drivers. In vehicular networks, vehicleto-everything (V2X) services, e.g. on-road traffic information exchange and location-based services, are
provided to facilitate road safety for vehicles and traffic management for the relevant authorities. Dedicated
Short Range Communications is specifically designed for V2X communications, and recently the cellular
network has shown great potential to support V2X with better performance and more applications. Due to
the wireless nature of V2X communications, how to secure V2X communications and guarantee the privacy
of users are great challenges that have hampered the implementation of vehicular services. Many solutions
have been proposed by researchers in last two decades. In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey
on the state-of-the-art solutions concerning security and privacy for V2X communications. For security,
detailed discussions on cryptography based schemes and trust based schemes are provided. For privacy,
we summarize and compare general solutions in preserving identity privacy and location privacy. Cellular
based V2X communications have shown many advantages over DSRC, and the oncoming fifth-generation
cellular technology is going to provide more possibilities to V2X. Thus, security architectures and solutions
for cellular based communications are also illustrated and discussed. Finally, we summarize the remaining
challenges and point out future research directions.

INDEX TERMS Security, privacy, trust management, V2X, vehicular networks, LTE, and 5G.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks have received great attentions in recent years as a key component of the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [1]. In vehicular networks, an
on-board unit (OBU) is installed in each vehicle to communicate with other vehicles, road infrastructures, pedestrians, and networks. These vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P)
and vehicle-to-network communications are collectively
known as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications. Information about traffic conditions, such as proxy accidents
and traffic jams, is included in V2X communication messages
so that drivers can know the information on road conditions

in advance and take an early action [2]. Moreover, emergency
rescue operations can benefit from V2X communications by
sending notifications to the vehicles on the road ahead to
speed up rescues. Applications of discovering services nearby,
such as finding gas stations and restaurants, are also envisioned through V2X communications.
However, the implementation of vehicular networks confronts many challenges especially security and privacy issues [3]. Without a proper authentication protocol, attackers
may inject unauthenticated messages to gain personal benefits [4]. For example, an attacker broadcasts fake traffic jam
messages to have a less congested road by misleading other
vehicles in proxy area to reduce the target road traffic. Due
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to the wireless feature of V2X communications, the on-theair messages are very vulnerable. Thus, security mechanisms
should be adopted to secure V2X communications [5].
To handle security issues for V2X communications, a great
volume of solutions have been proposed. The majority of
them can be classified into cryptography based schemes and
trust based schemes. Cryptography based schemes are robust
and efficient against outside attackers [6]. Lin et al. [7] proposed a group signature based scheme, where in each group,
a group head is selected to do the key management and then
group members use their identical group secret key and the
group public key to communicate with each other. Lu et al. [8]
proposed to use short time certificates for vehicles to have
authenticated communications. Vehicles can get short time
certificates from road side units (RSUs) after a mutual authentication process. Although [7] and [8] can secure communications in vehicular networks, both of them are not efficient to
verify hundreds of messages within a short time period. Due
to the nature of heavy communication overhead and computational cost in cryptography based schemes, some tailored
batch verification schemes have been proposed to improve the
efficiency of signature verification. Zhang et al. [9] first introduced batch verification into vehicular networks by flexibly
utilizing properties of bi-linear mapping in message signing
and verifying processes. Since messages can be verified in
a batched way, the verification time is reduced significantly.
Attracted by benefits brought by the batch verification, many
protocols have been proposed to improve the efficiency and
security level following the idea of [9]. Trust based schemes
are more suitable to preclude inside attackers. Raya et al. [10]
proposed a trust based mechanism to improve the efficiency
of detecting junk messages to prevent black hole attack and
denial-of-service (DoS) attack.
As for privacy, most of the solutions for V2X communications are using pseudonyms to achieve conditional privacy preservation, where authorities can trace real identities
of identified malicious vehicles. However, pseudonyms alone
cannot preserve privacy perfectly, where side information,
such as users occurring probability related to time and locations, can be utilized to reveal sensitive information of
users [11]. Moreover, if a vehicle changes its pseudonyms
when sending messages continuously, the similarity among
the messages of its speed and direction may reveal useful
clues for location or identity tracking. Therefore, privacy
preservation remains a big challenge especially the location
privacy [11]–[15], which needs to be settled by extra protocols
integrated with pseudonyms.
Several survey works have been done concerning about
security and privacy issues in V2X communications. In [16],
Hartenstein and Laberteaux not only provided a summary of
various application requirements and implementation challenges of vehicular networks, but also pointed out future
research directions for security and privacy issues in vehicular networks. In [17], the authors summarized the security and privacy problems in vehicular networks. However,
they mainly discussed the identity privacy of users, where
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the location privacy is barely studied. Azees et al. [18]
provided a security survey, which introduced some security
protocols by discussing their contributions on different
security services. Anita et al. [19] presented several authentication schemes and provided comparisons of these schemes
based on their advantages and disadvantages. However, only
a few papers were studied in [19]. Petit et al. [20] thoroughly explored pseudonyms based schemes from aspects
of the life-cycle of pseudonyms. The authors divided all
the surveyed protocols into four categories which are public
key infrastructure (PKI), identity-based cryptography, group
signature, and symmetric authentication. Pros and cons of
surveyed protocols are elaborated in that paper. Alnasser
et al. [21] presented a survey discussing the design challenges of security model for V2X communications as well
as security threats of V2X enabling technologies. Discussions and comparisons are made on a moderate number of
security solutions. Recently, Lu et al. [22] summarized trust,
security and privacy vulnerabilities in 5G based V2X services. In [22], security strategies that address those vulnerabilities are elaborated and categorized based on the layers
these strategies are applied to. Different from the existing
surveys that either study authentication schemes, or privacypreserving mechanisms, or security issues in 5G based vehicular networks, this paper covers most of the security topics
in vehicular networks to provide a comprehensive overview
of footprint and state-of-the-art solutions in securing V2X
communications.
The major contributions of this survey can be generalized
as follows. A comprehensive survey of stage-of-the-art solutions for both security and privacy in vehicular networks are
presented. For security concerns, both the cryptography based
schemes and trust based schemes are analyzed. Moreover, we
further categorize cryptography based schemes into non-batch
verification schemes and batch verification schemes, where
advantages and limitations of batch verification schemes are
summarized. Besides the security concern, privacy preserving methods are analyzed, where identity privacy preserving
schemes and location privacy preserving schemes are elaborated in details. Considering the cellular based V2X communications are winning more attention from both industry and
academy, we illustrate and analyze the security architectures
and recent advances of Long Term Evolution (LTE) based
V2X communications and the fifth-generation (5G) based
V2X communications. At the end of discussion, we present
remaining challenges and future research directions in securing V2X communications. The outline of security and privacy
solutions discussed in this survey is shown in Fig. 1.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces system architecture, attacks, security services, and
basic solutions for vehicular networks. Section III introduces
cryptography based schemes. Section IV discusses trust based
schemes. Section V shows privacy solutions for both identity privacy preservation and location privacy preserving. The
current status of LTE-V2X and 5G-V2X and some most recent solutions are given in Section VI. Section VII discusses
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FIGURE 1. Outline of security and privacy solutions for V2X communications.

FIGURE 2. A generic architecture of vehicular networks.

challenges and future research directions for V2X communications. Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE, ATTACKS, SECURITY
SERVICES, AND BASIC SOLUTIONS IN VEHICULAR
NETWORKS

In this section, first, we introduce a generic system architecture of vehicular networks. Then, we illustrate various attacks
and security services in vehicular networks. In the end, we
summarize general solutions to counter the various attacks.
A. GENERIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF VEHICULAR
NETWORKS

As depicted in Fig. 2, a trust authority (TA), RSUs, Base
Stations (BSs), and OBUs are major entities in vehicular
networks [23]. OBUs can communicate with other OBUs and
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roadside infrastructures within communication range through
wireless accesses. Both BS and RSU are access points (APs)
of the network, receiving orders from the TA and collecting
messages from OBUs [24]. All roadside infrastructures are
connected to the TA through wired access. Detailed definitions of the these entities are shown as follows.
TA: The TA is a trust administration that manages the
registration process of all vehicles and APs [25]. Certificates
of OBUs and APs are usually issued by the TA after registration. The TA is responsible to preserve all the information
of legitimate users, e.g. real ID and location of APs, real ID
and reputation scores of OBUs, which will be used to reveal
the real identities and locations of the malicious users. In most
cases, the TA is fully trusted with unlimited storage and strong
computation capability.
APs: APs include BS and RSU deployed on roadside. They
are responsible to manage communications between vehicles
within their coverage area and to deliver messages sent from
vehicles to the TA through wired networks. Road side infrastructures are considered to have less computation capability
and more vulnerable to attackers compared to the TA.
OBUs: An OBU is a communication device installed in
vehicle with certain computation and storage capacity. Usually, a tamper-proofed device (TPD) is equipped with OBU to
support secure communications between OBUs and roadside
infrastructure through wireless access. Credential information
is stored in each TPD. In general, OBUs are considered to
have limited computation and storage capability.
The TA is the most powerful administrator in the vehicular
network system. Each vehicle should register at the TA with
its identity information to join the network. If a vehicle is
found behaving suspiciously, a report should be generated and
delivered to a nearby AP. The report will be further forwarded
VOLUME 1, 2020

FIGURE 3. DSRC spectrum defined in U.S.

to the TA. Then the TA can verify this report and take proper
actions if the report is valid, e.g. revoke the suspicious vehicle.
The revocation scheme in IEEE 1609.2 standard relies on
a certificate revocation list (CRL). Once the TA decides to
revoke a vehicle, it will add the identity of the vehicle into
the CRL and send an update request to APs. APs accept
this update and broadcast the updated CRL. OBUs within
communication range receive the message and update their
CRLs. APs and OBUs will discard the message in which the
attached certificate is in the latest CRLs. Although in different schemes, capabilities and functions of APs are defined
differently, the primary goal of them is to relay messages
in vehicular networks. Due to the fact that APs are usually
exposed in public environment, they are more likely to be
corrupted.
In general, V2X communications are considered to use
either DSRC [26] [27] or mobile cellular communication
networks. DSRC based V2X communications utilize the assigned 75 MHz DSRC spectrum allocated at 5.9 GHz frequency band. The detailed spectrum allocation is shown in
Fig. 3. Service channels (channel 174, 176, 180, and 182) can
be used for both non-safety and safety messages. The control
channel (channel 178) can be used to broadcast safety-related
applications for vehicle safety traffic at all power levels. Channel 184 is allocated for public safety communications and
channel 172 is designed for highly reliable and very low
latency communications [18]. The DSRC based V2X communications have a low end-to-end delay but low capacity.
Cellular technologies like LTE and 5G can provide a larger
communication range, lower deployment cost and better QoS
guarantee compared to DSRC [28]. The 3GPP is working
on the standardization to support the LTE-based V2X communications. Except for DSRC and cellular communication
technologies, some other wireless communication technologies like Bluetooth and satellite radio are also considered
for some V2X applications. In vehicular networks, OBUs are
required to send basic security related messages every 300 ms,
which plays a vital role in safety related applications [29]. The
sender’s real-time position, speed and steering information
can be obtained from security related messages, which can be
utilized to optimize routes for nearby vehicles based on aggregated traffic information. Most of the safety related messages
transmitted in vehicular networks should be authenticated.
B. ATTACKS AND SECURITY SERVICES IN VEHICULAR
NETWORKS
1) ATTACKS

Existing various attacks significantly impede the application of vehicular networks. Since messages are transmitted
VOLUME 1, 2020

through a wireless link, vehicular networks are vulnerable to
many attacks. In this subsection, several common attacks in
vehicular networks are briefly discussed as follows.
1) Bogus messages: Bogus messages stand for fake or
junk messages generated and distributed by attackers.
An attacker can be an outsider or an authenticated
insider. The attacker can broadcast bogus messages to
misguide other drivers’ decisions to get benefits. For
example, the attacker sends a fake traffic jam alarm
to make other drivers choose alternative routes so that
few vehicles would be left on his way [17].
2) Message modification: Message modification is defined as modifying the original message through deleting, adding to, changing, or reorganizing. Attackers
can modify the messages exchanged in the air to mislead drivers or achieve other malicious goals.
3) Sybil attack: Sybil attack is defined that attackers join
a system using multiple real/fake identities. This attack
is hard to detect. Attackers can send multiple messages with different identities to misguide other vehicles without being identified. Even a spoofed identity
has been identified, the attacker may get away without
being punished [30].
4) DoS: DoS happens when attackers inject a great
volume of messages into the network aggressively
to make network resource unavailable to legitimated
users. This attack can be launched in a distributed way
to form the distributed DoS attack, which can severely
jeopardize the availability of vehicular networks. Note
that this attack can be triggered by both inside and
outside attackers [31].
5) Eavesdropping: This attack occurs when attacker collecting all possible information from the network. Different from the previous mentioned attacks, eavesdropping is a passive attack, and it has no effects to the network directly. However, it violates the confidentiality
and location privacy of users [32].
6) Impersonate attack: This attack occurs when an attacker sending messages on behalf of other vehicles
from whom it successfully filches those identities.
Usually, the attacker has to hack legitimate vehicles
first. Once succeed, attackers not only do harm to the
network but also shift punishments to hacked vehicles.
7) Replay attack: Replay attack occurs when attackers
maliciously or fraudulently transmitting repeated data.
This attack in vehicular networks can make other legitimate vehicles have a wrong estimation of the current traffic condition. Moreover, it can induce the DoS
attack.
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8) Black hole attack: Black hole attack is named by its
attributes. Attackers drop all the packets like a black
hole instead of forwarding them. This attack can cause
great data loss and it is hard to be detected.
9) Grey hole attack: This attack is similar to black hole
attack, instead it drops packets selectively. The selective dropping behavior making this attack more difficult to detect and prevent than the black hole attack.
10) Location tracking: This attack occurs when attackers
tracking legitimate vehicles location through keeping
monitoring and analyzing messages sent by targets.
This attack can be done even when targets keep changing their pseudonyms [33].
FIGURE 4. Attacks and solutions.

2) SECURITY SERVICES

Due to the increasing number of attacks in vehicular networks,
security and privacy services are required to provide a reliable
environment for vehicular networks [34], [35]. Qu et al. summarized primary security services in vehicular networks from
aspects of the authenticated information source, the confidentiality of users and scalability of the service [17]. Karagiannis
et al. categorized security requirements of vehicular networks
in detail at the application level [36]. Referring to the previous
research work in vehicular networks and the problems encountered in vehicular communication cases, we summarize
the security services and requirements of vehicular networks
as follows.
1) Authentication: Authentication requires that messages
should be authenticated before further actions. It forms
the first defense line against various attacks. Modified
messages, fake and illegitimate signatures, and time-out
requests are excluded directly [37].
2) Integrity: Integrity requires that the messages received
by vehicles or APs should be authenticated and cannot
be modified in any situation. Any forged or modified
message from malicious nodes should be detected and
removed from vehicular networks.
3) Non-repudiation: Non-repudiation requires that for
any message, the TA can trace the real identity of the
message sender with clear location and time records.
Any identity cannot successfully impersonate others to
send messages. If this is not guaranteed, then malicious
users can cause dangerous consequence without being
punished.
4) Availability: Availability is the fatal service and requirement in vehicular networks. It requires that in any
situation, vehicular networks should guarantee access to
vehicular services for all entities in the network. It also
requires that the authentication methods implemented in
vehicular networks to be highly efficient.
5) Anonymity: Anonymity requires that legitimate users’
real identities are protected and cannot be revealed by
others except the TA. Generally, pseudonyms are employed to achieve this requirement.
6) Unlinkability: This service has two levels. The first
level is that no clear relation can be found between a real
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identity and its corresponding pseudonyms. The second level requires that there is no clear clue among all
pseudonyms used by one vehicle so that attackers cannot link pseudonyms from multiple messages to trace a
particular vehicle.
7) Conditional Traceability: Conditional traceability requires that legitimate users’ real identities be protected
and not be revealed while the malicious users’ real identity can be easily traced and revealed by the TA.
8) Efficient Revocation: Since every vehicle may need
to handle hundreds of messages within a short time,
efficient revocation requires that the revocation scheme
should be scalable and efficient to meet the stringent
requirement of vehicular networks.
9) Location Privacy Preservation: Location privacy is
also an important factor needs to be preserved as
identity privacy. It must be preserved to protect the
interests of legitimate users from attackers tracking
their locations [38]. However, this requirement cannot be achieved only by authentication schemes with
pseudonyms. Some other mechanisms should be applied
to protect the location privacy. For example, the mixedzones and the caching methods are proposed to provide
location privacy. Detailed discussions will be provided
in Section VI.
C. BASIC SOLUTIONS

A secure vehicular network should be resistant to various
attacks. Many common attacks in mobile ad hoc networks like
DoS, eavesdropping and impersonate can also be triggered in
vehicular networks. A proper protocol that meets all security
services and requirements is desirable. However, all of the
current solutions have somewhat limitations and drawbacks.
As showed in Fig. 4, bogus messages, message modification and impersonate attack can be solved mainly by cryptography based schemes since cryptography is the only way
to provide authentication [6]. Cryptography based schemes
prevent Sybil attacks by checking the validity of the pseudo
ID attached in the message, which could be a certificate, a
pseudonym or the sender’s public key. The legitimate user
VOLUME 1, 2020

only has one valid pseudo ID at a time and faked pseudo
ID cannot pass the authentication process so that the Sybil
attack could be largely resolved. To deal with the replay attack, cryptography based schemes attach a timestamp to mark
every message, thus the replayed one will be neglected by
receivers. Up to now, how to efficiently protect security and
privacy remains a big challenge, although numerous protocols have been proposed in the past two decades. In general, these schemes can be categorized into group signature
based schemes, identity based schemes and hybrid schemes.
In group signature based schemes, each group member can
sign the message on behalf of the group and the signature
can be verified using the shared group public key. This kind
of scheme can provide privacy for the message signer within
the group. However, the group management is an issue since
the vehicular network has highly unstable topology. Another
potential problem is that the group head or manager may have
too much power to reveal the identity of any group member.
In identity based scheme, the vehicle’s public key is related
to the vehicle’s identifier and the private key is generated
using the identifier. In this way, no certificate is needed to
verify the public key, thus the certificate management issue is
eliminated compared to the PKI based scheme. However, the
identity based algorithms are usually computation-intensive,
leading to large verification delay. Hybrid schemes try to
combine advantages of group based schemes and identity
based schemes and avoid their shortcomings. A more detailed
discussion about cryptography based schemes are introduced
in Section III.
Most trust based schemes are incorporated with cryptography methods, e.g. public key infrastructure and certificates,
to authenticate each vehicle’s reputation score. Since cryptography methods are used to authenticate the reputation score
instead of messages, most trust based schemes cannot prevent
message modification and repudiation. But for Sybil attack,
attackers do not have valid reputation scores for their virtual
Sybil, so those messages sent by virtual identities will not be
accepted. Trust based schemes are capable of preventing black
hole attacks, grey hole attacks and DoS by constructing a supervision system. In trust based schemes, the reputation score
is slowly incremented but easy to lose [39]. Once a vehicle
is found dropping messages or injecting a massive number
of massages, its reputation score drops quickly. If vehicle’s
reputation score is under a threshold, it will be excluded from
the network. Since trust based schemes are using historical
interactions among peers to judge the trustworthiness of a
vehicle or a message at current time, they are vulnerable to
some attacks like on-off attack and platooning attack. In the
on-off attack, the attacker act “smartly” to do malicious activities while maintaining its reputation score above the detection
threshold. In the platooning attack, a platoon of attackers
collaborate together to keep generating positive feedback for
each other. In such a way, their reputation scores are always
high, and they can use their high reputation score to launch
attacks without being detected. Thus, for trust based schemes,
how to efficiently identify and eliminate these “intelligent
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malicious behavior” are in great concern. A more detailed
discussion about trust based mechanisms are provided in
Section IV.
As for the privacy concern, an attacker may track a specific
vehicle by tracking the safety related messages, which are
shown in plaintext and contain the vehicle’s speed, direction and location. Even if the vehicle frequently changes its
pseudonyms, attackers can relate the new pseudonym to the
old one by analyzing the similarities among the safety related
messages. Thus, some schemes are proposed to prevent location leakage by obscuring the pseudonym changing process to
attackers, e.g. vehicles change their pseudonyms simultaneously when the safety related messages are indistinguishable
among a set of vehicles. However, this kind of mechanism
require the number of vehicles gathered together exceeds a
threshold to be effective, which is not suitable for suburban
areas. There are also some other methods to preserve location
privacy, e.g. k-anonymity, cloak region, and dummy locations.
These kinds of methods protect user’s location privacy by
sacrificing the accuracy of location information. So, there
is always a tradeoff between the privacy level and QoS. A
more detailed discussion of privacy preserving are shown in
Section V.
III. CRYPTOGRAPHY BASED SCHEMES

In this section, we demonstrate the cryptography based security solutions for vehicular communications. Most of these
schemes can provide promising security services, however,
large communication overhead and computation time are unavoidable [40]. Zhang et al. [9] proposed an identity based
scheme, which utilized a batch verification algorithm to improve the efficiency of doing multiple authentication processes. Attracted by high efficiency of batch verification, a
bunch of batch verification schemes are proposed in recent
years. Batch verification schemes and non-batch verification
schemes are very different in the processes of pseudo identity generation, message signing and verification. To our best
knowledge, there is no survey that has discussed batch verification schemes in details. Thus, in this paper we categorize cryptography based schemes into non-batch verification
schemes and batch verification schemes. Detailed comparisons and analyses are given in the following context.
A. NON-BATCH VERIFICATION SCHEMES

Without losing the generality, we categorize the non-batch
verification schemes into group signature based schemes,
identity based schemes, and hybrid schemes.
1) GROUP SIGNATURE BASED SCHEMES

Chuam et al. proposed the “Group Signature” in 1991, which
enables every group member to sign messages on behalf of the
group anonymously [41]. In group signature based schemes,
as shown in Fig. 5, a group of vehicles sign messages anonymously with their group private keys, and then the signed
messages can be verified by any group member with the group
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FIGURE 5. A general architecture of group signature based schemes.

public key. The elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [42]
is usually utilized to sign messages with lower communication
overhead, and it is adopted by Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environment standard [43]. At the initial stage of the whole
process, a vehicle is required to register at the TA with its
real ID (RID) to get system parameters and a valid vehicle ID
(VID). With the valid VID, a vehicle can send a request to the
group head to join the group. The group head checks whether
the latest CRL contains the requester’s VID, which is updated
through RSUs. With the negative checking result, the group
head derive a private key for the requester and secretly sent
it back. If a vehicle in the group is identified as malicious
vehicle, then the group head will report its VID to the TA
meanwhile generating a new group public key and new group
secret keys pairs for unrevoked vehicles.
Guo et al. proposed a communication framework for vehicular networks based on group signature, which can achieve
authentication, data integrity, anonymity, accountability and
traceability [44]. However, the key distribution issue is not
discussed. Lin et al. proposed a scheme that each vehicle
only has to cache one group key and one private key [7].
The anonymous message authentication and conditional traceability are achieved by implementing the group signature.
However, a checking process of CRL for every message
is required. Furthermore, the CRL grows exponentially as
the number of revoked vehicles increases which may introduce great delay for message verification. As a result, the
heavy burden of communication overheads make the proposed
scheme not suitable in practice.
Lu et al. first developed an efficient conditional privacy preserving protocol (ECPP) to support vehicles to receive their
short time pseudonymous certificates from RSUs [8]. ECPP
minimizes the storage used for anonymous keys without losing the security level. In ECPP, each RSU uses its private key
and the system public key to make a short time certificate
for the authenticated vehicles nearby. Each vehicles uses this
short time certificate to communicate with others within a
certain period of time. In this way, there is no need to check
250

the revocation list. However, this scheme relies too much on
RSUs, which are vulnerable to attackers. The scalability issue,
which affects the performance in practice, is not studied.
To reduce the communication overhead and solve the key
distribution problem, Hao et al. enhanced the distributed key
management framework with a novel collaborative message
authentication protocol [45]. It eliminates the number of parameters need to be verified of a single message. But the
authentication process is still not efficient enough. Thus, Lin
et al. proposed a secure cooperative message authentication to
reduce the authentication overhead and computation cost [46].
The cooperative vehicles are chosen based on geographical
information with the help of an evidence token. The evidence token indicates cooperative authentication effort. Furthermore, the evidence token approach can be utilized to resist
the free-riding attacks. Although the proposed scheme has
been verified through intensive simulations, a large number of
RSUs are needed to achieve the performance, which dramatically increased the cost of basic construction. Considering
that the CRL checking process in OBU brings a large delay,
Shao et al. proposed a new group signature protocol aiming
at reducing the delay [47]. In the proposed group signature
protocol, a new entity named Tracing Manager is introduced
to trace malicious vehicles and provide updated CRL to RSUs.
The RSU’s certificate is provided by the TA and the OBU’s
certificate is managed by a Tracing Manager. If an OBU is
in the revocation list, the RSUs will not provide the group
certificate to the OBU so that the OBU will be excluded from
group. By transferring the revocation work to the Tracing
Manager, the burden of both TA and OBUs are released.
To achieve efficient traceability and message unlinkability,
the signature is made as a large communication overhead
with 826 bytes, which increases the authentication processing
time. Even though batch authentication is available in the
proposed scheme, it still needs 52 seconds to check 100 signatures. The harsh requirements in vehicular networks are not
satisfied.
Different mathematical principles were applied to optimize
the authentication schemes making them more suitable for
vehicular networks. In [48], the authors proposed a dual
authentication scheme based on Chinese Remainder Theory
(CRT) [49]–[52]. In [52], the computation complexity of generating new keys at user side is minimized. However the
computation processes in the server becomes a great burden.
To solve this problem, the scheme proposed in [48] divides
users into two categories, named Primary Users (PU) and
Secondary Users (SU). The PU can communicate with the
TA directly while the SU has no direct interactions with the
TA. Since the average group size is reduced, the computation
complexity and time consumption at server side are reduced.
The dual authentication procedure can also help to protect the
system from masquerade and Sybil attacks. The main idea
of the dual authentication is that before a vehicle gets the
authentication code for receiving information from the TA,
and exchanging information among peers, the TA needs to
validate the vehicle’s Hash code and the vehicle needs to
VOLUME 1, 2020

TABLE 1. Comparison of Group Signature Based Schemes

verify the fingerprint of the driver. Considering that the group
key update and setup process in [48] only needs one broadcast
message and one single calculation, the CRT based scheme is
very suitable for vehicular networks and worth further study.
Besides CRT, probabilistic is also utilized to optimize the
authentication schemes. Wasef [53] significantly reduces the
computation time for authentication and revocation process
with a novel expedite message authentication protocol. Besides the probabilistic key distribution employed in [53], a
keyed hash authentication method is introduced to replace
the time consuming revocation process based on CRL so as
to improve revocation efficiency. In the proposed protocol,
the group key is chosen by the TA which is not included
in any revoked vehicles key pool but processed by most of
the legitimate vehicles. For other legitimate vehicles who do
not have the group key in their key pools, they can send a
request to nearby vehicles and get the key from them. The
simulation results show that the key update process can be
done within 1 second and the overhead for communications
between vehicles is 201 bytes. However, the performance of
this scheme was only studied when the TA has a small key
pool, while the key pool could be very large in reality.
A general comparison of group signature based schemes
are shown in Table 1. From this table, we can see that all these
group signature based schemes can achieve message integrity,
non-repudiation, and anonymity for V2X communications.
However, only a few of them can achieve efficient revocation.
Moreover, most of these schemes are using bilinear pairing,
which is a complicated crypto operation and has large verification delay. Thus, a group signature scheme with low computation overhead and efficient revocation mechanism remains
an open topic.
2) IDENTITY BASED SCHEMES

Different from the group signature based schemes, identity
based schemes require every vehicle posses an identifier
(pseudonym) and the corresponding secret key. The
“identity-based encryption” [54] and “short signature” [55]
provide theoretical bases for the identity based authentication
schemes in vehicular networks. As showed in Fig. 6, the
TA pre-install system’s key parameters to vehicle’s TPD
after vehicle registered with its real identity. Vehicle’s secret
keys are related with its identifier, both of which are derived
from system’s key parameters. Vehicle uses its secret key to
sign messages and attaches the corresponding pseudonym
to the message. Legitimate users can verify the received
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FIGURE 6. A general architecture of identity based schemes.

message using pre-installed system’s key parameter and the
pseudonym attached to the message. In this way, RSUs are not
necessarily needed in V2X communications, which reduces
the communication overhead.
In [56], the authors provided secure and privacy-preserving
communications in vehicular networks using a PKI based authentication scheme. Every vehicle is pre-installed with massive certified public and private key pairs. When sending a
message, the sender signs the message with its private key
and attaches the corresponding certificate. Then the receiver
will decide to accept this message or not by checking the
CRL to verify whether the certificate is valid or not. Since
the CRL can be extremely long due to the unpredictable scale
of vehicular networks, the CRL checking process brings great
delay and makes the authentication inefficient.
Wasef et al. proposed a distributed-certificate-service
(DCS) scheme with flexible interoperability between different
administrative authorities, in which OBUs can update their
certificates efficiently [57]. The proposed DCS scheme employs a hierarchical architecture where a Master Authority
(MA), a Certificate Authority, RSUs, OBUs are ranked in
descending order. The MA is the root of the system, and other
units will get their public/private key pairs and certificates
from the higher layer. The OBUs can get certificates from
RSUs settled in all the regions directly. The proposed protocol
supports batch verification to reduce the verification time if
many certificates need to be verified within a constrained time
slot.
Sun et al. pointed out that the capability of DCS largely
relies on the distribution condition of RSUs [58]. If RSUs
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are poorly distributed, the certificate updating overhead will
be inefficient and the revocation cost will be high. The CRL
list grows exponentially as the number of revoked vehicles
increases, which degrades the authentication performance.
Therefore, the authors proposed a new authentication scheme
with strong privacy preservation. The proposed scheme guarantees the privacy of the vehicles even all the RSUs are
compromised. It also enables the CRL to grow linearly as
the number of revoked vehicles increases, which significantly
relieves the revocation burden. Although the authentication
overhead of [58] is larger than some other schemes (BP, ECPP,
DCS, Hybrid), the overall performance is much better when
comparing the authentication cost and revocation cost. However, the location privacy is not well considered.
Huang et al. claimed that most of the previous schemes
using authority units to generate pseudonyms for vehicles are
not truly anonymous [59]. Therefore, the authors proposed a
protocol which makes the pseudonym generating process to
be operated by vehicle itself. In [59], the function of RSU is
to provide the credential and define constrains for vehicles.
The self-generated short-time lived pseudonymous also can be
traced back to reveal the real identity by authorities if needed.
To further improve the computation efficiency for both V2V
and V2I communications, Guo et al. proposed a light weight
privacy-preserving protocol [60]. The proposed protocol is
based on a chameleon signature [61], where the signature is
generated without the interaction with receivers. By using the
ECC-based chameleon hash signature, many desired properties for vehicular networks, for example, anonymous, mutual
authentication, conditional privacy preservation, unlinkability
and high efficiency are achieved. This paper provides us a
novel research direction for securing communications in vehicular networks. However, the time-consuming CRL checking process still limits the overall authentication performance.
To reduce the delay in authentication and to avoid the
exponential growth of the CRL, Rajput et al. proposed to
divide pseudonyms into two hierarchies for V2V and V2I
communications with the help of a Revocation Authority and
a Law Enforcement Agency [62]. The primary pseudonyms
are provided by TA and used for vehicles to be authenticated
by RSUs. Each RSU generates secondary pseudonyms with
its signature for authenticated vehicles. Vehicles broadcast
messages with its secondary pseudonym and receivers verify
messages by checking RSU’s signature in the sender’s second
pseudonym. By using a long time primary pseudonym and a
short time secondary pseudonym, the proposed scheme gets
rid of the heavy burden of CRLs. Moreover, by introducing the
Revocation Authority and the Law Enforcement Agency into
vehicular networks, less trust is needed on the TA and RSUs
in case of the information disclosure due to compromised
entities.
Having the same incentive with [62], Wang et al. proposed
another protocol for vehicular networks named two-factor
lightweight privacy-preserving authentication scheme [63]. In
order to reduce the workload of TA, this protocol decentralizes TA’s function to a local security center. The two-factor
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authentication requires the driver’s biological password and
an USB device to pass the verification process in a TPD. After
the authentication, vehicles can use the TPD to communicate
with others. The TPD is responsible for the revocation process
in this protocol. If the TPD receives a revocation command
from the TA, it will stop working so that the vehicle cannot
send messages anymore. Instead of checking the CRL, the
message verification is processed directly by checking a light
weight hash code. The communication efficiency is around
hundred times better than some previous protocols. However,
the outstanding performance of this protocol is built based on
a powerful TPD which is not always valid in real cases.
Comparisons of discussed identity based schemes are summarized in Table 2. From Table 2 we can see that all of
the introduced identity based schemes can achieve message
integrity, anonymity, and traceability. And most of these
schemes have new vehicle revocation mechanisms instead of
using CRL, which reduces the verification overhead. However, most of these schemes require the involvement of RSU
or TA to generate a valid pseudonym. Thus, these schemes
require the pervasive distribution of RSUs. Among these
schemes, [63] satisfies most security requirements for vehicular networks and is highly efficient. However, it heavily relies
on the ideal TPD, so the feasibility of this scheme needs to be
further verified. Though there is a large number of solutions
to provide secure communications in vehicular networks,
the main contradiction between high security level and high
authentication efficiency is still not well solved. Compared to
group signature based schemes, identity based schemes tend
to be more efficient in large scale vehicular networks.
3) HYBRID SCHEMES

Group signature based schemes and identity based schemes
possess different advantages and disadvantages. Some hybrid
schemes trying to inherit the good properties of both two kinds
of schemes while eliminating the shortcomings of them [64].
Rajput et al. [64] proposed a hybrid scheme reducing the
large computational overhead by avoiding the group management and CRL checking process at the vehicle side. In the proposed scheme, each vehicle receives one long term certificate
and a large number of one-time pseudonyms from the TA to
support long term vehicular communications. All identifiers
of a vehicle, i.e. its real identity and all pseudonyms, are
stored in the TA to track vehicles. Every pseudonym is signed
by the TA and can only be used once at a specific time due
to the unique timestamp contained in the pseudonym. When
a vehicle enters a region, which is divided by geographical
map, a public/private key pairs of this region are sent to the
vehicle if its long term certificate is not in CRL list. Messages
sent by vehicles are concatenated with pseudonyms and can
be encrypted/decrypted by region’s key pair. The message
verification is done by validation the TA’s signature in the
concatenated pseudonym using TA’s public key. Thus, the
computation overhead at the vehicle side is only a signature
verification. All the workloads are left at TA.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of Identity Based Schemes

FIGURE 7. Operations in the TPD [9].

B. BATCH VERIFICATION SCHEMES

Batch verification is a method that can verify multiple signatures from various users in a batched way. Thus, batch
verification schemes can reduce verification time significantly
when the number of signatures need to be verified is large.
Since each vehicle in vehicular networks may need to handle
hundreds of messages within 300 ms in real cases, batch
verification schemes are promising solutions for vehicular
networks.
The identity-based batch verification (IBV) was first introduced into vehicular networks by Zhang et al. for V2I
communications [9]. The bi-linear map is utilized in the proposed IBV protocol. In the proposed scheme, every vehicle is
equipped with a TPD. Vehicle’s pseudo IDs, which are used as
pseudonyms, are generated by the TPD. As shown in Fig. 7,
there are three modules in the TPD. First is the authentication
module, where the TPD authenticates the vehicle by checking
the RID and the password (PWD). The RID and PWD are
predefined in the TPD and used to prevent malicious vehicles get advantages over the TPD. If the authentication result
is positive, then the TPD self-generates its pseudo IDs and
private keys step by step. Both the pseudo ID and private
key are consisting of two parts denoted as ID1 , ID2 and
SK1 , SK2 , respectively. The r is a random number and the
P is the generator of the cyclic additive group. The H () is
the MapToPoint hash function [65]. s1 and s2 are the TA’s
two secret keys, and the Ppub1 is one of the TA’s public key,
which is generated by Ppub1 = s1 P. At last, TPD generates
the pseudo ID = (ID1 , ID2 ) and SK = (SK1 , SK2 ). From the
generating process, we can see that secret keys of a vehicle are
generated by its pseudo IDs with the TA’s secret keys. When
a vehicle sending a message, it signs the message with the
SKs and attaches the pseudo IDs. Once an RSU receives the
message, it can use the attached pseudo IDs and the public
key of the system to verify the signature. Due to the properties
of additive cyclic group and bi-linear map, all signatures can
be simply added and verified by the added IDs and SKs. In
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this way, all messages can be verified through one bi-linear
paring operation, but with some additive operations. If all of
the signatures, pseudo IDs and messages are correct, the batch
verification will success. However, if any false signature (invalid) occurs, the verification will fail causing the inefficiency
of the batch verification.
To solve the inefficiency of the batch verification caused
by false signatures, Zhang et al. proposed to use a group
testing technique to filter false signatures, thus improving the
efficiency of the verification process [66]. Four group testing
algorithms are compared and evaluated. For the best verification performance, a generalized binary splitting algorithm
is chosen to find false signatures. And the total computation
cost with signature checking process is negligible when the
percentage of false signatures is low.
To address the replay attacks and the scalability of IBV,
Huang et al. proposed an anonymous batch authentication
scheme with key management [67]. In [67], not only batch
authentication is achieved, but also the generalization of session keys between the RSU and vehicles can be done in a
batched way. All the verification computations only evolve
with multiplication based on ECC without bilinear pairing
making the computation process very efficient. However, the
authors haven’t considered the revocation process in detail and
relied heavily on the TPD. Thus, the proposed scheme may
not be practical.
Lee and Lai proved that the IBV scheme is vulnerable to
replay attack and the non-repudiation service can be compromised [68]. To solve these two issues, the authors modified
the IBV scheme to improve both the security and efficiency.
By adding a timestamp into vehicles’ private key generation
process, a replay attack can be detected. By distributing a
random small number to every message in the batch verification process, the non-repudiation problem can be solved. The
MapToPoint function is replaced by a common hash function
to reduce the computation cost. The total verification time can
be approximated as a constant value no matter the number of
messages.
Later, Zhang et al. proved that protocol proposed in [68]
cannot resist replay attack, or satisfy the non-repudiation requirement [69]. Moreover, the security problem is even worse
that anyone can send malicious messages and pass the batch
verification without being traced by the TA. In IBV scheme,
the signature of a message is created by using two secret keys.
These two keys are derived by the TPD using the TA’s private
key and vehicle’s real ID. The TA’s private key stored in TPD
is confidential to anyone including the vehicle itself so that the
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vehicle cannot generate its secrete keys by itself. The problem
of [68] is that both of these two keys can be generated with the
TA’s public key, where the attacker can generate two secret
keys and a valid signature using any real ID without being
traced. To fix this problem, Zhang et al. added an additive
value into the second secret key in the proposed scheme. Then
the attacker cannot generate the second secret key to create a
valid signature. The scheme in [69] has similar performance
comparing to Lee’s scheme in terms of verification efficiency.
Following the main idea of [67] and [68], Tzeng et al. [70]
proposed an improved IBV scheme recently. The authors
in [70] proved that [68] exists some security risks. In [68],
any vehicle who has public parameters can reveal sender’s real
identity with the signature attached to the message. Different
from the previous IBV schemes where two parts of the vehicle’s secret keys are derived from two parts of the pseudo
identities respectively, the proposed scheme integrates those
two parts of secret keys as a whole. If two parts of secret
signing keys are generated and used separately, an attacker
can derive the second part of the secret key first, and then use
the signature and the second part of the secret key to derive
the first part of the secret key. After knowing these keys,
the attacker can get the real identity of the message sender.
Therefore, by combining the two parts of secret keys together,
the attacker cannot get the secret information step by step.
High verification efficiency is also achieved by the proposed
scheme. Only a constant short time period is required to verify
batch of the messages.
In order to improve the efficiency of IBV scheme, Shim
proposed a batch verification scheme only using common
hash function instead of the MapToPoint function [73]. The
proposed protocol has less reliance on TPD which is more
practical. According to the simulation results, this protocol
is 18 percent better than IBV schemes in terms of verification time, when verifying 800 signatures. To further reduce
the communication overhead and improve the efficiency of
message verification procedure, He et al. [74] and Lo and
Lai [75] made their preliminary attempts. The bilinear mapping is replaced to reduce the computation time by avoiding
the time-consuming paring operation. [75] also adopts ECC to
be the cryptographic tool and avoids the use of MapToPoint
operation.
Although those batch verification schemes achieve promising results in terms of efficiency and security, they rely too
much on the TPD. To prevent the single point of failure
caused by compromised TPD, Chim et al. proposed a software
based scheme where the secret value is delivered through
software [71]. All the vehicles can get the encrypted secret
value after they authenticated by a TA. Attackers cannot get
any information from the hardware. In order to reduce the
communication overhead, authors adopted the bloom filter
to store the hashed value of verified messages and signatures. Later, Horng et al. [72] found that [71] is vulnerable
to impersonate attack. An attacker can impersonate another
entity in the network to deliver malicious information after
the attacker receives a message with public parameters of the
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message sender. The problem in [71] is that the TA’s secret
key may be exposed to attackers. [72] fixed this problem by
concealing the TA’s secret key in the first handshake procedure
between TA and vehicles. However, in [71] and [72], the TA
is in charge of generating secret values for vehicles and batch
verification can only be used for V2I communications. Zhang
et al. proposed a scheme that enables batch verification in
V2V communications without using ideal TPD [77]. Different
from other schemes which store the TA’s master key in ideal
TPD, [77] only stores the RID, pseudonyms and secrets of the
vehicle. Thus, even if all information in a TPD is extracted
by an attacker, the attacker can only compromise the vehicle
with the compromised TPD but not the whole system. Two
secret values of each vehicle are derived from a RSU’s secret
key. Vehicles within the same RSU coverage area can sign
messages with secret values and perform batch verification to
verify multiple messages simultaneously using RSU’s public
key.
The revocation problem has not been well discussed in
the previously introduced schemes. However, the revocation
checking process is a heavy burden of communication overhead. Jiang et al. proposed a scheme based on a hashed
message authentication code to overcome the revocation issue [76]. In the proposed scheme, a large area is divided
into several domains. All the communications are divided
into two situations. One is for vehicles joining a new domain. Another is after vehicles joining the new domain. The
mutual authentication of a vehicle and an RSU is processed
through pre-stored parameters and system public parameters
when a vehicle wants to join a new domain. A new group key
is distributed to the vehicle after the mutual authentication.
Then, vehicles broadcast the security-related messages with
a hashed message authentication code which is derived from
the group key. All the messages can be verified in a batched
way. Since the RSU ensures only legitimate vehicles can join
the group and the group key is updated periodically, in this
scheme there is no need to use the CRL to check the revoked
vehicles.
Table 3. shows a comparison of the batch verification
schemes in terms of security, communication overhead, and
computation cost. From Table 3, we can conclude that there
is no single protocol can satisfy all the requirements with
small communication overhead and computation cost. Some
of the protocols like [68], [69], and [70] can achieve excellent
performance in terms of verification delay. However, how
to securely and efficiently revoke vehicles is not solved in
batch based schemes. As long as the revocation problem is
not well solved, the overall authentication delay will be high
due to the checking process of the CRL. Hence, proposing an
appropriate revocation method remains a challenge for batch
verification based schemes. How to ensure the success rate of
batch verification is another unsolved problem for batch based
schemes. If a false signature exists, the whole verification
will fail. How to find the false signature and do the re-batch
verification work efficiently should be concerned in future
work.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Batch Verification Schemes

1
“TP” is the time for a paring operation. “TM” is the time used for multiplication based on pairing operation. “Tm” is the time used for basic multiplication. “-ecc” stands for the
computation time based on ECC. Th stands for the time used to run a hash function. Both the Overhead and the Verification Time are considered to verify n messages.

IV. TRUST BASED SCHEMES

Trust management is used to complement cryptography based
schemes against some specific attacks, e.g. DoS and black
hole attacks. Unlike the cryptography based schemes that require 100 percent correctness to pass the authentication process, trust based schemes check whether the reputation score
is higher than a threshold. The trust of an entity, either vehicle
or message, is determined by the corresponding reputation
score, which is accumulated and calculated by a reputation
server based on the feedback given by other users. Since there
is no cryptography involved in the computation process, the
verification efficiency can be achieved much higher than cryptography based schemes. In order to use the reputation score
as a supervising tool to protect the vehicular environment
from various attacks, a solid and practical method for generating and updating the reputation score must be developed.
To improve both the efficiency and security of the trust based
schemes, researchers have made tremendous efforts.
A reputation system, proposed by Dotzer et al., is one of
the first reputation systems for vehicular networks [78]. In the
proposed system, a message generator broadcasts messages
to its neighbors. Each forwarder attaches its own opinion and
reputation to the message. This approach is named opinion
piggyback, which makes each forwarder aggregates all the
previous opinions and generates its own opinion providing a
reference for the following receivers. However, this scheme
only provides a frame of how the trust based scheme works
without any detailed design. Many problems haven’t been
solved. For example, the authors didn’t mention how to accumulate vehicle’s reputation and to revoke malicious vehicles.
The vehicle’s ID, reputation and opinion are appended directly
into the message without any encryption which makes this
protocol vulnerable to various attacks.
Different from [78] where the trustworthiness of the message is mainly based on the reputation of the message generator, Raya et al. proposed a scheme that determines the trust
level of messages based on data itself [10]. In the proposed
scheme, vehicles are divided into different types with different
trust levels. The same event reported by vehicles with different
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trust level is considered to have different trustworthiness. The
location relevance and time freshness also make attributes to
the logical decision. A comparison of different logic decision
methods is provided in this paper. From the simulation results, the authors concluded that the Bayesian inference and
Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) are excellent methods for evidence evaluation. The Bayesian interference is the best for the
scenario with low uncertainty and DST is more suitable when
the uncertainty is high. However, the proposed scheme is only
evaluated for the sparse area.
Considering that a central server may be temporary unavailable, Li et al. proposed a robust and fault tolerant scheme to
overcome this situation [79]. The message sender’s reputation
is still the major factor that affects the reliability of the message. The reputation server is responsible to collect, update
and certificate reputations of all vehicles. Two digital signatures are used to achieve integrity and authentication requirements. And two time stamps are used to check the freshness
of messages and reputation score. The trustworthiness of a
message is based on the product of the reputation score and
the freshness of the reputation. If the multiplication exceeds a
pre-defined threshold, the message is considered as trustable.
The reputation server decides whether to revoke a vehicle or
not by counting the number of negative feedback. When the
number of negative feedback is larger than a threshold, then
that vehicle should be revoked and its reputation score will be
set to 0. However, infrastructures need to be densely installed
on the road to achieve a good performance of this scheme.
Large communication overhead and verification delay make
this scheme inefficient.
Jaimes et al. proposed a reputation system to reduce the
acceptance rate of fake messages and to improve the efficiency
of the reputation based schemes with anonymous [80]. The
trustworthiness of a message is generated by the weighted
sum of the reputation score of message generator and all
forwarders. The friendly state and the unfriendly state of
the system are implemented to further improve the system
efficiency. In the friendly state, all the vehicles only need to
check the signature of messages using the system’s public
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parameter. While in the unfriendly state, both of the reputation
certificate and reputation level need to be checked. The initial
state of the system is a friendly state. If the number of negative
feedback received exceeds a threshold, the reputation server
will inform all the vehicles to switch to the unfriendly state.
Though the idea is creative and promising, it only reduces
27 percent of the fake messages showed in simulation results
compared to the scenario without using the reputation scheme.
The performance and feasibility of this scheme need to be
further improved.
Hu et al. proposed to choose a platoon header in vehicular
networks based on trust mechanism [81]. A platoon header is
used to lead a group of vehicles from their origin to destination
with a better driving experience. In this scheme, the quality
of feedback received from the vehicles is guaranteed by using an iterative filtering. The Dirichlet Model is introduced
to cope with the untrustworthiness of vehicles. A reputation
server calculates the reputation score of the platoon header
according to the filtered feedback and the corresponding trust
score of the vehicles who generate the feedback. This scheme
is robust against some intricate attacks like badmouth, ballotstuffing attacks and on-off attacks. But the application area is
limited.
In order to handle various attacks, Li et al. designed a new
trsut management scheme to be attack-resistant [82]. In this
scheme, the trustworthiness is evaluated by both node trust
and data trust. The proposed scheme has two phases named
as data analysis and trust management. All the traffic data
is aggregated as evidence by using the DST. Based on the
evidence, data and vehicles’ trustworthiness can be evaluated.
For the node trust, it is further divided into functional trust
and recommendation trust. Functional trust is used to indicate
the trustworthiness of a vehicle directly. The recommendation
trust is used to show the trustworthiness recommendations for
other vehicles. It is calculated by computing the similarities
between the two vehicles. From the simulation results, the authors concluded that this scheme is resistant to various attacks
and has a better performance than the traditional weighted
voting approach.
Li et al. pointed out that it is not practical to verify the
reality of messages with the ephemeral attributes of vehicular networks for checking the data trust [83]. For the entity
trust, the average reputation level of the whole network is
not a constant. Therefore, the threshold of trustworthiness is
modified corresponding to the system’s reputation level in
the proposed scheme. Each vehicle maintains a trust matrix
which contains direct trust value between two vehicles. A
reputation center is responsible to update the matrix. Each
vehicle’s experience trust is calculated by accumulating historical direct trust values of other vehicles toward itself. A
central limit theorem is used to filter the experience trust. At
last, the vehicle’s reputation score is calculated as the average
value of the filtered experience trust. Each vehicle needs to
attach its ID, reputation, reputation lifetime, and status to the
message. The status reflects whether the vehicle is revoked or
not. However, there is no simulation results in this paper. Since
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the scale of vehicular networks could be extremely large, the
reputation matrix can be tremendous which is a heavy burden
for the reputation center.
Similar to [83], a reputation table is employed in [84]. But
in [84], the reputation table is stored in each vehicle. In the
table, only a neighbor vehicle’s reputation score is recorded.
Each vehicle needs to add the new comer’s reputation score
into its table and check that the reputation score is not equal
to zero before they start communication. This scheme is datatrust oriented. If the vehicle is within range of the origin of
a message, it will validate this message itself and broadcast
the result. If not, it will collect responses from other vehicles
until the number exceeds the threshold value to accept the
message. Receivers can also make decisions based on the
message sender’s reputation score directly. Once the message
is accepted, the reputation score of the message sender will
increase. The major advantage of this scheme is that it does
not require too much involvement between vehicles and infrastructures.
V. SOLUTIONS FOR PRIVACY ISSUES

The same as security in vehicular networks, privacy
is also a critical factor that affects the feasibility of
vehicular networks. The privacy issue in vehicular
networks can be further divided into identity privacy and
location privacy [17], where the identity privacy requires that
the message receivers cannot know any information about
“who” send this message and the location privacy should be
guaranteed to prevent others know “where” the sender is.
A. IDENTITY PRIVACY PRESERVATION

For identity privacy, the main requirements are conditional
anonymity and unlinkability. The conditional anonymity requires that a user’s real identity cannot be revealed by any
other entities except the TA under restricted conditions. The
unlinkability requirement has already introduced in Section II.
To achieve identity privacy, group signature based schemes
and identity based schemes utilize different approaches.
In group based schemes, each legitimate group member acquires its group private key from the group head to sign messages anonymously. No one can identify a signature to the real
sender and no information of sender’s real identity is leaked.
In identity based schemes, pseudonyms are used to conceal
the real identity and frequently changed to prevent tracking.
Those pseudonyms are generated with some random value so
as to eliminate relations between them. Since pseudonyms
are frequently changed in vehicular network applications,
some mechanisms are proposed to supplement fast-consumed
pseudonyms. One solution is to generate pseudonyms by the
vehicle itself, like [9] and [59], so there is no limitation for
vehicles to get pseudonyms. Some schemes are using the TA
or RSUs to generate pseudonyms, in which vehicles need to
keep in touch with RSUs [53]. An alternative way of avoiding generating pseudonyms while using vehicular networks
applications is to pre-store pseudonyms in the vehicle. This
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method requires a large storage capacity of vehicles and regular pseudonyms update activities, which was considered not
applicable in vehicular networks. But the authors in [64] also
adopted this method and made a calculation to show that only
1 GB is needed for a vehicle to have a one-month nonstop
tour. Thus the pre-store method is feasible.
B. LOCATION PRIVACY PRESERVATION

Identity privacy can be preserved by utilizing pseudonyms.
However, using pseudonyms alone cannot preserve location
privacy perfectly, where side information, such as users occurring probability related to time and location, can be utilized by
attackers.
Recent literature focuses on two aspects which compromise
the location privacy in vehicular networks: the pseudonym
changing strategies and applications of Location Based Service (LBS). The authors in [11] pointed out that if the
pseudonym is shifted at an improper time or at an improper
situation, e.g. a vehicle changes pseudonyms at a constant
rate, attackers can still track the vehicle’s according to the
correlation between safety messages which contains vehicle’s
speed, location, and direction. One of the effective solutions
for this problem is to find a moment that the broadcast information (location, speed, direction. etc) of all vehicles is the
same or similar so that attackers cannot identify a vehicle from
the set of vehicles [11] [85]. Another threat comes from the
application of LBSs. With the fast development of wireless
technologies, LBS has flourished. Driving experience can be
improved by using those LBSs, e.g. vehicles can use LBSs
to find the best 10 restaurants in vicinity. To get LBSs, vehicle
needs to send requests with its location information to a server.
For some services, e.g. navigation, a vehicle needs to send its
location information periodically. If the LBS server is compromised or eavesdropped by attackers, users’ location privacy is endangered. Different schemes have been developed
to solve this problem. Most of them can be classified into two
sorts. The first sort utilizes ambiguity to obfuscate vehicle’s
location, where vehicles can purposely add dummy locations
into requests to confuse attackers. Another sort is based on
the idea that the less information obtained by the attacker, the
harder attacker can attain the vehicle’s real location. Thus, location privacy is preserved by reducing the number of requests
sent from vehicles to the server. The most common scheme in
this category is caching, which stores answers to some specific
queries in vehicles so that interaction between vehicles and the
server is reduced. Detailed descriptions of those schemes are
presented in the following content.
1) PSEUDONYM CHANGING STRATEGIES

Lu et al. proposed a scheme that manages vehicles to change
their pseudonyms at public social spots, e.g. crossroad and
parking lot, to protect location privacy [11]. In the proposed scheme, each vehicle holds a bunch of the authenticated pseudonyms when it is active in vehicular networks.
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Pseudonyms are not changed after a certain period of time or
used in a certain number of messages, but rather changed at
social spots. In the proposed scheme, vehicles stop and gather
at a crossroad if the traffic light is red. Once the light turns
to green, all those vehicles change their pseudonyms at same
time so that attackers cannot track a specific vehicle anymore
since the side information (speed, direction, location) of vehicles is same. For vehicles entering a parking lot, they should
change their pseudonyms when they leave the lot. In [11],
the achieved quality of privacy is measured by the privacy
metric, i.e. anonymity set size. It uses the anonymity set size
as the privacy metric to measure the quality of privacy that
has been achieved. It is clarified that the larger the anonymity
set size is, the better quality of privacy can be achieved. The
anonymity set size is affected by the duration of red lights
in a specific road intersection and vehicle’s parking time in
the parking lot. Game theory is applied to prove that all the
vehicles have incentives to change their pseudonyms at social
spots to achieve their highest security payoffs.
The idea proposed by Lu [11] is to change pseudonyms
when vehicles are static. However, vehicles sometimes keep
moving for long distance, where [11] may not be applicable.
Ullah et al. [85] proposed a pseudonyms changing strategy
which is used for vehicles on the way. The authors propose
to group vehicles with the same speed. Each group has a
counter, which is an arithmetic product of the vehicle’s speed
and a timer that records the travel time. If the counter reaches
a threshold, all vehicles within the same group change their
pseudonyms immediately, where those vehicles are relatively
static to each other. Simulation results show that this scheme
achieves large anonymity size only after the long travel time,
e.g. ten hours. This is not suitable for common cases in vehicular networks where the travel time of a vehicle is within one
hour.
2) SOLUTIONS FOR LBS

In [12], Niu et al. proposed to achieve k-anonymity of vehicles
by using dummy locations. When a vehicle sends a query to
a LBS with its real location, it also sends other k − 1 dummy
locations. Therefore, the LBS server only has a probability of
1/k to reveal the real location of the requester. How to choose
those k − 1 dummy locations greatly affects the practical performance of this kind of schemes. In the proposed scheme, the
study area is divided into a grid of 10 × 10 cells. For each cell,
there is a probability of being queried in the past. The entropy
of the candidate set is calculated by using these probabilities
(the less variance among those probabilities, the larger the
entropy will be). The entropy can be seen as the privacy level
where the higher entropy stands for higher privacy level. The
candidate set that has the highest entropy value is the final
decision set send to the LBS. An enhancement is added to this
scheme by considering the distance between real location and
the dummy locations. The product of the distances between
every pair in the candidate set should be larger to make a
wider cloaking region. The cloaking region is such an area
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that an attacker at most knows its target is inside but cannot
figure out the specific location.
In [13], Niu et al. employ caching to improve the privacy
level and reduce the computation overhead at the vehicle side.
If the answer to a request is already cached in the vehicle,
then do not have to send the same request again. The fewer
requests delivered to LBS server, the harder attacker learns
the real location of the vehicle. In this scheme, answers to
history requests will be cached in each vehicle. The vehicle
first checks whether it already has the answer. If the answer is
not contained in the cache, it will send a request to the server,
which includes its real location and other random locations.
For the selection of dummy locations, an algorithm that can
contribute most to the caching is designed. Furthermore, the
distance between candidate dummy location and the user’s
real location, and freshness of the cashed information are
considered to improve the performance.
Liu et al. proposed another caching based scheme and
compared three different ways to manage the cached information [14]. In [14], RSU not only can store data but also broadcast the information at a constant rate. Vehicles within the
communication range of RSU receive LBS related messages
and store them. When a vehicle has a query, it will first check
the cached content. If it has the required information, then
the vehicle replies directly to itself. Else, it sends the query
with its real location information with k-1 dummy locations
to the LBS server. Since the content included in one message
and the storage in each vehicle is limited, this paper compares three different methods to minimize the total number
of requests sent to LBS server. These three different ways
are the first in first out rule, the least recent used methods,
and the knowledge-based preaching to sort the LBS answers
according to the probabilities queried in the past. The answer
with high requested probability has the higher priority to be
sent. The knowledge-based preaching method can achieve the
highest privacy degree among those three methods in any
tested situations according to simulation results. However,
the tradeoff between privacy level and the RSU power consumption has not been well considered. Moreover, the power
consumption and the storage capacity at vehicle side have not
been considered.
Recently, Cui et al. [86] pointed out that using dummy
locations and caching may degrade the performance of LBS,
since the location information obtained by LBS is inaccurate.
In [86], a vehicle selects a virtual route that has the least
deviation from the real route. The maximum deviance of the
virtual route to the real route is defined in the range to 10 to
15 meters so as to reduce the success guessing probability of
attackers. The vehicle sends two requests, i.e. one with real
route and another with virtual route, to the LBS at same time.
When receiving two responds from LBS server, the vehicle
drops the useless one. With the increasing number of virtual
routes a vehicle sent to the LBS server, the anonymity set
of all possible routes of the vehicle grows larger. The larger
the anonymity set is, the lower tracking success ratio can be
achieved by attackers.
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FIGURE 8. Security architecture for V2X communications (PC5 and LTE-Uu
based) [91].

Realizing the limitation of using methods of k-anonymity,
cloak region, mixed-zone, and cache to provide location privacy, Lim et al. proposed a new method named Mutually Obfuscating Paths [87]. One of the major problems of previous
location privacy scheme is that these schemes sacrifice the
location accuracy to preserve the privacy. So, the proposed
scheme in [87] is designed to provide privacy with continuous and high-accuracy location updates. The insight of this
scheme is to take advantage of both DSRC and LTE communication accesses. In [87], vehicles in appropriate time and
locations that communicate through DSRC will generate fake
but plausible positions for each other, and then report both
fake and real paths to location based service server through
the LTE network. However, this paper only studied the scenario that two vehicles exchange their fake paths. How the
proposed scheme works with multiple vehicles has not been
discussed.

VI. SECURITY IN CELLULAR BASED V2X
COMMUNICATIONS

As one of the major supportive technology of V2X communications, DSRC has attracted great attentions in the last
decade. However, many research works have shown that the
DSRC bears many disadvantages, e.g. short coverage range
(less than one thousand meters), large transmission latency in
high density scenario, and low scalability [88]–[90]. On the
contrary, the cellular based V2X communications, which have
a much larger coverage area and higher transmission data rate,
are getting more attention from both industry and academia.
3GPP has made specific standards for V2X services using
LTE in Releases 14 [91] and 15. The security architecture for
LTE-V2X communications is shown in Fig. 8 [91]. Entities
in this architecture are UE, V2X Control Function (VCF), the
Home Subscribe Server (HSS), Temporary ID management
Function (TIMF), the V2X Key management Server (V2X
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KMS), the V2X Certificate Authority (V2X CA) and the EUTRAN. From the figure we can see that the LTE-Uu is used
for the V2I communications and the PC5 is used for V2V
and V2P communications. For the LTE-V2X communications
based on PC5, UE also needs to connect with the V2X Control
Function, which is used to provide necessary parameters for
UE. The authentication and authorization of UE are controlled
by the VCF through HSS. The distribution of UE’s temporary
ID and credential is done by TIMF, which can be seen as
one network entity with VCF. More details about the cellular
based V2X architecture can be found in [92].
Since DSRC and cellular based V2X communications are
defined by different standards, their vulnerability to potential
attacks is also varied. In LTE-V2X communications, the mutual authentication between the LTE server and UE should be
done before UE starts any V2X services. Without the authentication of UE, the LTE server may allocate radio resources to
malicious users, thus reducing the availability of legitimate
users. Moreover, the DoS attack could be launched if the
attacker sends a large number of radio requests simultaneously. So, it is necessary for the LTE server to authenticate
each UE before allocating spectrum. On the other hand, the
UE has to authenticate the LTE server, because the attacker
may act as a fake server to provide service so as to mislead
the UE or gain personal information of the UE. The LTE
V2X communications can benefit from the existing LTE Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol (LTE-AKA) [93],
which is designed to fulfill various functions like user identification and authentication, key derivation, and etc. However,
improvements on LTE-AKA are needed due to some inherent
vulnerabilities [94]–[99]. Some improvements have already
been raised and surveyed in [93]. As for the 3GPP, they have
defined some specific solutions in the Release 14 to protect
the security between network entities and the privacy of data
transmission over PC5. However, for the V2X communication security, there is no normative solution. Security services
in V2X communications, like authorization verification, integrity, replay protection, and confidentiality, will rely on the
application layer security protocols proposed in other Standard Developing Organizations.
As the LTE-V2X won more focus from DSRC, its successor, 5G-V2X has already been motivated to be the major
wireless technique to support V2X services. Some telecommunication and automotive companies like Audi AG, BMW,
and Huawei have formed the Fifth-Generation Automotive
Association (5GAA), which aims at speeding up the development of connected cars, automated drivings and the ITS [99].
The first 5G automotive tests have been done in South Korea by the 5GAA [100]. The results of those tests are exciting that 5G-V2X communications can have uninterrupted
connections with consistent data transmission rate at Gb/s
level. Moreover, the transmission latency is controlled in a
few milliseconds. This is a good start for stepping into the
5G-V2X era. Shah et al. summarize proximity service, mobile
edge computing and network slicing as the building blocks for
5G-V2X communications [101]. For the proximity service, it
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FIGURE 9. Security architecture for 5G-V2X [107].

enables V2X service between UE without the intervention of
eNodeB, but the interference at the user side will be higher. An
efficient spectrum allocation method, which can be dynamically changed according to service priority, QoS requirement
and security, is expected for proximity service. Mobile edge
computing is proposed to reduce the response time. Since 5G
networks are heterogeneous, availability of all radio access
technologies should be considered [102]. One of the solutions
is to use SDN and network slicing [103]–[108]. However, the
SDN and network slicing in the vehicular network domain are
not mature. More efforts should be put into making rational
criteria for network slicing and a proper design for SDN.
Besides SDN, cloud computing, fog computing, and mobile
edge computing are utilized in 5G networks to empower the
capacity of the network [109]. Although security issues for
these techniques have been studied in [110]–[112], more attention should be paid to V2X related applications.
Security is still a big issue for the successful deployment
of 5G-V2X communications. A security architecture summarized by [107] is shown in Fig. 9. Entities in this figure are UE, the next generation NodeB (gNB), User Plane
Function (UPF), Data Network (DN), Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF), Security Anchor Function
(SEAF), Security Context Management Function (SCMF),
Session Management Function (SMF), Security Policy Control Function (PCF), Application Function (AF), Authentication Server Function (AUSF), Authentication credential
Repository and Processing Function (ARPF), and Unified
Data Management(UDM). The major new element in this 5G
architecture is the introduction of SEAF in AMF. The main
function of SEAF is that it creates a unified anchor key which
is used to protect subsequent communications between the UE
and the serving network. SCMF, which is located the same
as SEAF in AMF, is responsible to generate specific keys to
further access networks. Detailed explanations of all these entities could be found in [113], [114]. However, the application
security is out of the scope of existing standards. For the application of V2X communications, new application layer security protocols can be added to enhance security and privacy
protection over users. Recently, the 3GPP standardization
endeavored to solve problems in several domains as shown
below [107].
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1) Increased home control
2) Privacy concerns about the enhanced international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI)
3) Security in RAN, network slicing, termination point of
user plane
4) Security issues in UE storage, processing of credentials,
and eSIM
5) Authentication and authorization
Ferrag et al. surveyed authentication and privacy preserving
schemes for 4G and 5G cellular networks. Discussed security
provision methods in aspects of cryptography methods, humans factors, and intrusion detection methods [115]. Ahmad
et al. surveyed security challenges and solutions from 2G to
5G, and even the post-5G technologies [116]. However, they
mainly focus on the security issues in wireless technologies,
leaving the V2X services barely discussed. Considering that
little work has been done in studying 5G V2X security, Lautenbach et al. made a preliminary security assessment [117].
In [117], authors analyzed the security requirements of V2X
use cases introduced by European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), and explored some security implications in V2X applications with 5G. Lai et al. studied general security and privacy issues in 5G-enabled vehicular networks [118]. Some counter measurements are discussed and
analyzed through a case study of an autonomous platooning
scenario. Since [118] is a magazine paper, the number of
references is limited. So, in the following context, we will discuss recent advances in securing cellular based V2X services,
which may not be included in other existing surveys.
Zhang et al. proposed a cross-physical-application-layer
protocol to enhance the V2V communications [119]. In [119],
the symmetric key used in the upper layer is derived from the
physical layer according to the channel-based key agreement,
which leverages the channel state information and received
signal strength. Then the symmetric key will be authenticated
by the physical-layer entity authentication. If the authentication passes, the symmetric key can be sent to the upper layer to
perform secure communications. This cross layer design eliminates the key management process and complex encryption
methods in application layer but it requires symmetric random
channel characteristics. Ahmed et al. evaluated the LTE based
V2X architecture defined in 3GPP release 14 and tailored a
security scheme to accommodate the discovered issues [120].
In the proposed scheme, two sets of keys are used to provide
security and privacy, namely long-term and short-term key.
The long term key is used to request pseudonym seed from
authorities and a short term key is used to sign the V2X messages. performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme
has lower communication and computation overhead, and be
scalable in high-density scenario. To prevent the DoS attack
that caused by the complicated initial authentication process,
Liu et al. proposed a puzzle-based co-authentication protocol,
which greatly increases the hardness to launch the DoS attack
in 5G-V2X communications [121]. In [121], a hash puzzle
should be solved before a message is sent. The puzzle is
to find a bitstream that when the bitstream is concatenated
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with the message as the input of a hash function, an arbitrary
number of bits at the end of the output are all zeros. Although
this method relieves the system from DoS attack, it reduces
the capability of each entity to send messages and requests.
Moreover, this protocol wastes computational resources and
energy resources. Eiza et al. proposed a scheme focusing
on providing secure video transmission service in 5G-V2X
communications [122]. In that paper, vehicles first need to
get pseudonyms and certificates from the video reporting services. After that, vehicles can encrypt the video using the
symmetric key and then transmit the encrypted video to the
server. The symmetric key is encrypted by the attribute based
encryption algorithm so that only the authorized V2X entities
can restore the symmetric key, i.e. have the access to the
video. Liu et al. designed a service-oriented authentication
framework to secure the D2D group communications in 5G
based V2X services [123]. The UE is first authenticated by
the network operator through the 5G-AKA process. Then a
temporary mobile subscriber ID will be issued to the UE,
which will be further used to request V2X service from AMF.
The AMF will conduct security check and communicate with
service provider to generate a group membership credential.
Then the AMF will send the group membership credential and
a secure session encryption key to the UE, after which the UE
can have secure communications within a group that have the
same service. The security of this scheme is based on a classical assumption named LRSW [124] and security analysis
shows that the proposed scheme can achieve unforgeability,
anonymity, traceability, and adaptive likability. However, the
proposed scheme cannot be directly applied to secure V2I and
V2N communications. Similarly, Gharsallah et al. proposed a
security scheme to authenticate a group of vehicles simultaneously in 5G networks [125]. The proposed scheme in [125] is
mainly based on the EPS-AKA authentication protocol with
some adaptions. The RSU gathers authentication requests for
a short time period and forwards all requests to the HSS.
The HSS maintains a table that contains an authentication
history of all vehicles, and uses the table to check if the new
authentication request matches the record. If the authentication pass, the HSS will generate secret parameters, which
will be used to establish a session key between the group
of vehicles and MME, for each of the vehicle in the group.
Their performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme
has much lower overhead compared to both the EPS-AKA and
an improved protocol named SE-AKA [126] when the number
of authentication devices is high.
Besides these new security solutions proposed for cellular
based V2X communications, researchers have also concerned
security in other V2X services. As computation offloading
is enabled in cellular based V2X, secure the offloaded data
from eavesdropping is very important. Qiu et al. pointed out
that using the interference generated by D2D communication
can protect offloaded data from eavesdropping [127]. Since
the perfect channel state information can be hardly achieved
in dynamic vehicular networks, they proposed a novel dynamic threshold based access scheme using imperfect channel
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state information. But this paper only limited one vehicle
to offload data at one time. The scenario that allows multiple vehicles to offload data simultaneously is more practical
and needs to be further studied. In cruise control and platooning services, provide privacy guarantees for users while
maintaining the utility of a predictive controller is critical.
Zhang et al. designed a privacy preserving scheme to protect
the platoon header’s privacy for the application of predictive
speed planning scenario [128]. To achieve differential privacy
of the broadcast data from the platoon header, the convex
combination of the previous broadcast data and the fresh true
date will be generated as the first step. Then a noise will
be added, which has zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The
performance analysis shows that the proposed method can
achieve higher accuracy with same privacy guarantee when
compared with other mechanisms. B. Brecht et al proposed
a credential management system, in which five types of certificate are designed to support different V2X services [129].
In [129], the system is held through many network components, where each component is responsible for a specific job.
For example, the Enrollment Certificate Authority only issues
enrollment certificates, the Location Obscurer Proxy mainly
hides the location of devices, and the Registration Authority
is responsible for validating the request from devices. In such
a way, the inside attackers can hardly get accurate information
of a specific user unless it compromised multiple components
at the same time. How ever, the efficiency and feasibility of the
scheme has not been discussed. Ahmed et al. found that the
resource allocation method for V2X period message delivery
over the LTE PC5 link may leak location privacy [131]. So,
they designed a secure resource allocation mechanism for
four different kinds of messages to preserve location privacy
while reducing the resource allocation collisions. The main
idea is that the vehicle of the next control frame will explore
the piggyback message to inform the vehicle of the previous
control frame about the allocated Dedicated Radio Bearer.
Their performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme
has a relatively higher success rate, resource utilization, and
the packet reception ratio, which outperforms the methods
used in 3GPP Release 14 mode 4 and Release 12 mode 2.
VII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

V2X communications are regarded as one of the major components of ITS. However, in order to achieve the full potential
of V2X communications, many challenges and open issues
still need to be solved. In this section, we aim to elaborate the
remaining challenges and future research directions toward
secure and robust V2X communications.
A. EFFICIENCY OF THE AUTHENTICATION SCHEME

According to the DSRC [26] and IEEE 1609.2 [43] standard,
each vehicle is required to send safety related message at every 300 ms interval imposing a burden on each vehicle and the
RSU by verifying hundreds of messages every second. Based
on this concern, the authentication schemes must be efficient
enough to accommodate the stringent delay constrain.
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In the discussions of previous sections, we can clearly see
that researchers mainly focus on reducing the computation
and communication overhead in vehicular networks. Indeed,
many schemes supporting batch verification have already
achieved good performance for efficient message verification.
However, there are some issues in batch verification, such
as the low success probability of batch verification and inefficient rebatch algorithm. Since a success batch verification
result requires that all the signatures are valid with no transmission error, a single mistake will cause the failure of batch
verification. Under the ultra dense scenario, both the large
number of signatures and the high level noises exist in data
transmission process may severely degrade the performance
of batch verification. Thus, an efficient rebatch algorithm is
expected for the batch verification schemes.
B. HEAVY RELIANCE ON TPD

Most of the state-of-the-art security and privacy solutions for
V2X communications utilize the TPD to store cryptographic
parameters of the system. This design can greatly reduce the
communication overhead and solve the key distribution problem. However, the utilization on TPD may cause the single
point of failure problem. Once a TPD is decoded, the whole
system could be compromised. Moreover, the installation of
the TPD on each vehicle will greatly increase the price of
vehicles, which may not be accepted by consumers. Thus,
future security solutions tend to have less reliance on TPD
or not use the TPD at all. Our recent work obtains a preliminary result, which achieves secure and efficient authentication
without using the idealized TPD [24].
C. EFFICIENT REVOCATION MECHANISMS

Another challenge for vehicular networks is the revocation
issue. Once a vehicle is identified malicious, both the vehicle and all the messages sent from this vehicle should be
recognized and excluded from the vehicular networks. The
revocation scheme adopted by IEEE 1609.2 uses the CRL,
where the sender’s pseudonym in each message should be
checked. Obviously, this approach is inefficient because of the
one-by-one processing strategy [25]. Furthermore, the delay
for communications increases rapidly when the revocation list
grows longer. Consequently, it is critical to find an efficient
revocation scheme to speed up both revocation procedure and
communication verification process.
D. INTEGRATION OF CRYPTOGRAPHY AND TRUST

The authentication schemes based on cryptography are necessary to prevent the outside attackers. But for inside attackers
and some specific attacks, e.g. DoS and black hole attacks, it
is hard to achieve security by only using cryptography based
protocols. For trust based solutions, it is more efficient to handle the key distribution problem, DoS attacks, and selection of
the best routing node. Therefore, trust management could be
applied as a complementary tool of cryptography to fulfill a
robust and secure vehicular communication system. However,
how to combine these two types of solutions into one efficient
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and scalable system is a promising topic. Cui et al. managed to
integrate the trust management with cryptographic method to
provide lightweight message authentication for vehicular networks [130]. A multi-weighted reputation system is adopted
to update the vehicle’s reputation score. Only if the vehicle’s
reputation score exceeds a threshold value, the vehicle will be
issued a credential record from the TA. The credential record
will be used to sign and verify the transmitted messages. In
this way, the number of untrusted messages can be greatly
reduced and the authentication process is highly efficient.
However, some important issues need to be further studied,
e.g. how to select a proper threshold to maximize the network
performance.
E. PRIVACY PRESERVATION

Privacy is critical in vehicular networks. It should be considered from two aspects of identity privacy and location privacy. For protecting the location privacy, additional strategies
should be applied besides authentication. Until now, most of
the methods proposed for LBS is based on making a cloaking
region surround the user vehicle so that attackers can hardly
distinguish the target from a set of fake information. An alternative way is to eliminate location related information to be
sent so as to lower the security and privacy risks. However,
reduce the number of location related messages degrades the
accuracy of LBSs. Hence, a location preserving protocol that
can balance the security and privacy as well as considering
the energy saving and storage capacity aspects are considered
as the future research direction to protect the location privacy
from applications of LBS. Since authentication must be guaranteed for security and pseudonyms are applied for privacy,
those pseudonyms based authentication schemes should be
compatible with proper pseudonyms changing strategies to
better preserve the privacy in vehicular networks.
F. COMPATIBILITY TOWARDS THE HETEROGENEOUS
NETWORKS

In the future, 5G-V2X is like to be the major radio access technology for V2X services, thus new security solutions should
consider the heterogeneity of 5G environment. Moreover, the
V2X services also belong to the big family of Internet of
Things, in which the heterogeneity of the network must be
considered. From another point of view, 5G-V2X not only
brings challenges but also attributes, like ultra low latency
and high data transmission rate. Thus, new solutions may be
relieved from constrains in DSRC and take the advantage of
the new network architecture.
G. INTRUSION DETECTION MECHANISM

No matter how strong the added security mechanism is, attackers may still break into the system successfully. In that
case, effective and efficient intrusion detection mechanisms
should be implemented in the network to quickly identify
attackers. Moreover, the intrusion detection mechanism can
detect and prevent inside attackers. Many works can be found
in the literature for intrusion detection, and some recent works
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have shown that a high detection rate could achieve using
machine learning based methods [132], [133]. However, the
efficiency of these kinds of schemes could be further improved
to fit V2X applications.
H. SECURITY IN AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

Autonomous driving is becoming more and more popular in
recent years, and security is still the most important requirement. Autonomous driving is an integration of many technologies, e.g. GPS, light detection and ranging (LiDAR), cameras,
operating systems, cloud platforms, etc [134]. So, to secure
such a complicated autonomous driving system, various aspects should be considered. Obviously, securing V2X services
is one of the most important issues, which has been thoroughly
discussed in this paper. Besides that, three other aspects are
worth attention, i.e. sensors, operating systems, and control
systems. Sensors mounted on autonomous vehicles are responsible for collecting surrounding information, which will
be the input to various algorithms. Protect the sensors from
jamming, spoofing and DoS attacks remains a big challenge.
As for the operating systems and control systems, the main
issue is to design a proper authentication method to prevent
attackers from hijacking the vehicle through any port in hardware.
I. SIMULATION PLATFORM

In almost all security papers in V2X services, simulation conditions vary a lot. Most of the papers conduct their simulation
under a specific scenario, which may not be typical, or may
result in unfair comparisons [135]. Thus, determine a general
simulation platform that contains typical vehicular network
scenarios and V2X uses cases is in great need to provide fair
evaluations and comparisons. Moreover, with such a generalized simulation platform, security analysis and scalability
study could be done systematically.
J. USING THE UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE

The technology of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has a great
development in recent years. It is possible to integrate UAVs
into vehicular networks to improve security and privacy.
Shang et al. proposed a preliminary idea to enhance the physical layer security of V2X communications with UAVs [136].
In [136], when eavesdropper is unknown in a certain region,
the UAV can act as a friendly jammer in the sky by sending
artificial noise to keep the region’s signal to interference and
noise ratio at a low level. If an eavesdropper is identified,
the UAV can act as a relay to transmit messages between
vehicles so as to reduce content leakage. Although [136] only
provided a rough idea, the UAV may play an important role
to secure the V2X communications and preserve vehicle’s
location privacy, if used properly. For example, multiple UAVs
can work as an intermediate layer between vehicles and the
LBS server to hide the real location of the vehicle from known
by the network operator while reporting accurate feedback to
vehicles.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

To facilitate the ITS deployment, security and privacy issues in V2X communications must be handled properly. In
this paper, security solutions based on cryptography and trust
management have been reviewed and discussed. For cryptography based solutions, we analyzed and compared the stateof-the-art batch verification schemes as well as non-batch
verification schemes. As the complimentary of cryptography
based schemes, we highlighted advantages and disadvantages
of trust based schemes. For privacy concerns, we analyzed
solutions from aspects of identity privacy and location privacy.
Besides the DSRC based V2X communications, we illustrated
security architectures and existing solutions for cellular based
V2X communications. At the end, we discussed remaining
challenges and future research directions for security and privacy in V2X communications.
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